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**Abstract:** This small collection contains manuals, catalogs, and brochures relating to equipment used in enology, brewing, and distillation.

**Physical location:** Researchers should contact Special Collections to request collections, as many are stored offsite.

**Repository:** University of California, Davis. General Library. Dept. of Special Collections.

Davis, California 95616-5292

**Collection number:** O-038

**Language of Material:** Collection materials in English.

**Scope and Content**

This small collection contains manuals, catalogs, and brochures relating to equipment used in enology, brewing, and distillation.

**Arrangement of the Collection**

Arranged alphabetically by company name.

**Indexing Terms**

The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.

- Wine and wine making--Equipment and supplies
- Brewing--Equipment and supplies
- Distillation apparatus

**Access**

Collection is open for research.

**Processing Information**

Sara Gunasekara processed this collection and created and encoded this finding aid with assistance from student employee Michelle Xie.

**Preferred Citation**

[Identification of item], Fermentation Technology Collection, O-038, Department of Special Collections, General Library, University of California, Davis.

**Publication Rights**

Copyright is protected by the copyright law, chapter 17, of the U.S. Code. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Special Collections. Permission for publication is given on behalf of the Department of Special Collections, General Library, University of California, Davis as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the researcher.

| Box 1:1 | Aluminum Plant and Vessel Co., Scott's Patent Yeast Pressing Process 1915 |
| Box 1:2 | Baracid Co., Ideal Fermenting Tuns undated |
| Box 1:3 | Blair Campbell and McLean Ltd., The Imperial Patent Grains Drying Machine 1922 |
| Box 1:4 | A. Boake Roberts and Co., List of Technical Materials for Brewing undated |
| Box 1:5 | R. Boby Ltd., Malt Mill Catalogue No. M.2 1910 |
| Box 1:6 | R. Boby Ltd., Supplementary Catalogue of Patented and Special Machines and Appliances for Up-to-date Maltings undated |
| Box 1:7 | S. Briggs and Co., Ozonair in Brewing 1911 |
| Box 1:8 | Chain Belt Co., The Economic Handling of Brewery Products undated |
| Box 1:9 | Dring and Fage, List of Maltsters Instruments undated |
| Box 1:10 | E. Goldman and Co., Successful Bottling undated |
| Box 1:11 | Hersey Mfg. Co., Malt Pneumatic Malting and Drying Drums undated |
| Box 1:12 | Heesberg Bros., Halut "The" Hop-Economizer undated |
| Box 1:13 | Ideal-Peerless Mfg. and Co., Filter Facts undated |
| Box 1:14 | International Pfauder, Ltd., Glass Enamelled Steel Tanks undated |
Box 1:15  Invincible Grain Cleaner Co., Catalogue of "Invincible" Grain Cleaning Machinery 1916
Box 1:16  F. Kendall and Son, Ltd., The Scientific Hardening of Brewing Liquors undated
Box 1:17  Karl Kiefer Machine Co., Special Filter Catalogue No. 14 undated
Box 1:18  Lawrence and Co., Catalogue 1910
Box 1:19  Lawrence and Co., The Lawrence-Dand Refrigerator undated
Box 1:20  Joseph Long and Co., Catalogue of Instruments, &c. 1895
Box 1:21  Magnetic Filter Co., A Brief Description of the Magnetic System of Purifying Water, and Constructing Filter Beds 1887

Scope and Content Note
Includes correspondence.

Box 1:22  Marriott, On the Treatment of Stout undated
Box 1:23  Murphy and Son, The Control of Brewing Materials and Operations With the Aid of the Fermoscope undated
Box 1:24  Newmarket Engineering Works, Interesting to Maltsters 1908
Box 1:25  Wm. Reeves, Catalogue of Instruments, and Appliances for Brewers, Malters, and Distillers undated
Box 1:26  Seck Brothers, Machinery Exhibit 1908
Box 1:27  Gustav Shock Co., Brewers' Machinery, A Specialty undated
Box 1:28  Societe Anonyme de Ronet, 1910 Catalogue 1910
Box 1:29  Sterax Co., The Wittemann Process undated
Box 1:30  Topf, JA and Co., Topf Exhibits 1908
Box 1:31  Torchiani, H. and Co., Catalogue of Pitching Machines 1914
Box 1:32  20th Century Machinery Co., Doubt Destroyers undated
Box 1:33  Worssam, G.J. and Son, Catalogue of Brewers' Coppers, Steam Coils, Etc. undated